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No Question is Off Limits 

▪ “He who asks is a fool for five minutes, he who does not ask 
remains a fool forever.”        –Mark Twain

▪ Do homework this week (mPerspective.org)

▪ Spend time outside of class



The Problem

Biblical Worldview Survey Definition:

✓ Absolute moral truth exists

✓ The Bible is completely accurate in its principles

✓ Satan is a real being or force, not merely symbolic

✓ Salvation cannot be earned

✓ Jesus Christ lived a sinless life on earth

✓ God is the omniscient, omnipotent creator

Overview



Biblical Worldview Survey Results:

▪ 9% of Americans

▪ About 1 in 6 born again Christians (17%)

▪ 0.4% of 18-23 year-old Americans

▪ Less than 1 in 100 born again young Christians (0.8%)

The ProblemOverview



The ProblemOverview

While only 17% of practicing Christians 
hold a biblical worldview:

• 29% hold materialistic ideas

• 54% have postmodern views

• 61% espouse New Age beliefs



Materialism

Overview

Humanism

Metamodernism

Pluralism

Critical Theory

Scientific presupposition
Scientism Logic:  material world all that exists

Theological position
Hedonistic Ethos: purpose & meaning found in happiness

Philosophical expression
Relative Relativism: oscillation between objective & subjective truth

Defensive mechanism
Ideological Equity: suppress dominant beliefs, champion marginal beliefs

Offensive mechanism
Evangelism for Utopia: all suffering & injustice result of power struggles (Marxism)

Current Cultural Worldview



The Spirit of the Age
▪ Be true to yourself
▪ Live however you want, as long as it does no harm
▪ No one has the right to say what’s right or wrong
▪ There is no absolute truth
▪ Nothing is certain
▪ Pluralism and curated tolerance are the only absolutes
▪ Happiness is the goal, pain & suffering the enemy

Overview Current Cultural Worldview

The Fruit of this Spirit
▪ Depression (1 in 8 Americans on antidepressants)
▪ Anxiety (1 in 2 Americans based on survey response)
▪ Narcissism (Twenge & Campbell: “Epidemic”)
▪ Fragility (Haidt & Lukianoff, trigger warnings, safe spaces)



Biblical vs Cultural WorldviewOverview

Transcendent SOURCE Naturalistic

God CENTER Humanity

Transcendent TRUTH Experience

God AUTHORITY Self

Union MEANING Self-Actualization

Sin PROBLEM Oppression

Salvation & Suffering SOLUTION Equity & Happiness

Repentance REFINEMENT Deconstruction

Obedience ETHIC Emancipation

Submission TENSION Freedom

Death CRISIS Boundaries

Eternal Kingdom UTOPIA Present Happiness



PerspectiveOverview

Man/Self

▪ Infinitesimal knowledge
▪ 2nd or 3rd hand account (80 year lifespan)
▪ History of being wrong
▪ Egocentric perspective
▪ Passive limited observer
▪ Theories/opinions/views change constantly
▪ Curious about truth

For even though they knew God, they did not honor Him as God or give thanks, 
but they became futile in their speculations, and their foolish heart was 
darkened. Professing to be wise, they became fools, and exchanged the glory 
of the incorruptible God for an image in the form of corruptible man and of 
birds and four-footed animals and crawling creatures. -Rom 1:21-23

God

▪ Infinite knowledge
▪ 1st hand account (timeless & omnipresent)
▪ History of being right
▪ Universal perspective
▪ Active limitless creator
▪ Word never changes
▪ Author of truth

The fear of the LORD is the beginning of wisdom, And the knowledge of the Holy One 
is understanding. -Pro 9:10



Selecting ScriptureOverview

The Bible:

66 Books

1,189 Chapters

31,102 Verses

63,779 Cross References



InsightOverview

“Blessed are those 
who hear the word 
of God and obey it."

-Jesus (Luke 11:28)



"Only be strong and very courageous; be careful to do according 
to all the law which Moses My servant commanded you; do not 
turn from it to the right or to the left, so that you may have 
success wherever you go. This book of the law shall not depart 
from your mouth, but you shall meditate on it day and night, so 
that you may be careful to do according to all that is written in 
it; for then you will make your way prosperous, and then you will 
have success.”

-Jos 1:7-8

ReasonOverview



"So you shall keep His statutes and His commandments which I am 
giving you today, that it may go well with you and with your 
children after you, and that you may live long on the land 
which the LORD your God is giving you for all time.“

-Deu 4:40

Walk in obedience to all that the LORD your God has 
commanded you, so that you may live and prosper and prolong 
your days in the land that you will possess.

-Deu 5:33

ReasonOverview



Observe what the Lord your God requires: Walk in obedience to 
him, and keep his decrees and commands, his laws and regulations, 
as written in the Law of Moses. Do this so that you may prosper in 
all you do and wherever you go.

-1 Kings 2:3

ReasonOverview



Righteousness exalts a nation, but sin disgraces a people.
-Pro 14:34

ReasonOverview



The 7 Spheres of InfluenceOverview

• Religion
(Local church, Mission church, & Parachurch)

• Family
• Government
• Economics 

(Science & Technology, Research & Development, Production & Sales)

• Media & Communication
• Education
• Celebration

(Arts, Entertainment, & Sports)



FamilyNurture

Love



DesignFamily

Purpose
▪ Physical, spiritual, and emotional health
▪ Ensure the future of the human race

Modus
▪ Marriage (Mat 19:4-6)
▪ Child rearing (Gen 1:28)
▪ Inheritance (Pro 13:22)



DesignFamily

Principles
▪ Sex designed only for marriage (1 Co 7:2)
▪ Marriage designed for one man + one woman (Gen 2:24)
▪ Marriage critical in raising healthy families (Isa 1:17)
▪ Families critical in God’s design and plan (Gen 12:3)
▪ Children our most valuable resource (Psa 127:3-5, Exo 21:22-25*)
▪ Command: “Be fruitful and multiply” 

Benefits
▪ Studies show virginity produces better marriages
▪ Less likely to divorce (you play how you practice)
▪ Better relationship stability (bonded to only one)
▪ Better relationship satisfaction
▪ Better sexual quality
▪ Better communication





PopulationFamily

Worldwide Population Panic
▪ 1798: Thomas Malthus predicts global starvation by 1890
▪ 1968: Paul Ehrlich predicts global starvation by 1985
▪ Sparks environmentalism and many, many more failed predictions
▪ These myths are pervasive in society and call for population control
▪ In Gaia worship, man is always viewed as a virus or parasite
▪ Reality check: Humanity consists of ~0.01% of earth’s biomass
▪ UN projections show population peaking around 2050 at ~9 billion
▪ Population will then fall to ~7 billion by 2100
▪ Due to fear, our world is being underpopulated, and soon depopulated



PopulationFamily

25 Year Maximum



PopulationFamily

Land
▪ Every human alive today could fit on the tiny island of Zanzibar
▪ In the last 35 years, reforestation the size of Alaska + Texas has occurred 

Food
▪ ~50 years, food production up while land usage down by 65%
▪ Food production grows faster than population
▪ At 7 billion population, we made enough food for 10 billion
▪ World hunger due to poverty, war, disasters, infrastructure

Water
▪ 70% of the planet is covered in water
▪ Water cannot be consumed or destroyed, only contaminated
▪ Since 1900, fresh water production up 7x while population up 4x
▪ Wastewater treatment and desalinization plants now viable



ImpactFamily

Health Consequences of Sexual Immorality (U.S.)
▪ Rising STI rates: 1 in 4 Americans have an incurable STI
▪ 1 in 2 sexually active will contract an STI by age 25
▪ 8 in 10 will contract an HPV in their lifetime
▪ HPV causes genital cancers and warts
▪ 1 in 8 have genital herpes
▪ 1 in 2 have oral herpes
▪ Soaring rates of Chlamydia, Gonorrhea, & Syphilis
▪ ~24,000 women become sterile due to STIs each year
▪ ~60 million babies aborted from 1973-2019
▪ Avg. ~1.3m per year (~1.1m war deaths in 250y US history) 
▪ Married women: 4% of pregnancies end in abortion
▪ Unmarried women: 27% of pregnancies end in abortion



ImpactFamily

LGBTQ+ Health Consequences (U.S.)
▪ ~10 million, or 4.1% of population
▪ 100x more likely to be homeless (20% vs 0.17%)
▪ 2-6x more likely to commit suicide
▪ 40-48% of Transgenders attempt suicide (pre and post op)
▪ Trans youth 14% more suicides after hormone therapy (2020 data)
▪ 3x more likely to suffer from depression
▪ 3x more likely to suffer from substance abuse
▪ 2.5x more likely to suffer from alcohol abuse
▪ Hetero Female/Male: Average of 7/8 partners over lifetime
▪ Lesbian/Gay: Average 12/30 partners over lifetime
▪ Transgender 49x more likely to contract HIV
▪ Gay men 130x more likely to contract HIV
▪ LGBTQ avg lifespan 20-30 years shorter than cis-hetero



InsightFamily

-Peter Sprigg
Senior Fellow for Policy Studies
Family Research Council

“

”

The latest data only reinforce what pro-family groups have been 
saying for decades – the only 'safe sex' is sex that is saved for a 
monogamous, sexually exclusive lifelong marriage.



ImpactFamily

Societal Consequences (U.S. Fatherless Homes)
▪ 90% of homeless and runaway kids (32x more likely)
▪ 63% of youth suicides (5x more likely)
▪ 71% of pregnant teenagers (7x more likely)
▪ 70% of juveniles in state-run institutions (9x more likely)
▪ 85% of kids that exhibit behavioral disorders (20x)
▪ 80% of rapists (14x more likely)
▪ 71% of high school dropouts (2x more likely)
▪ 75% of kids in chemical abuse centers (10x more likely)
▪ 85% of youth in prison (20x more likely)
▪ 4x greater risk of poverty
▪ 2x greater risk of infant mortality
▪ 2x greater risk of obesity
▪ Rates: 10% Jewish, 16% Asian, 24% White, 42% Hispanic, 

52% Native American, 66% African-American (exact order 
of average income & incarceration rates)



ImpactFamily

Father’s Impact on the Family as “Head” of Household

3.5%
Families get 
saved if the 

child is saved 
first

17%
Families get 
saved if the 

mother is 
saved first

93%
Families get 
saved if the 

father is saved 
first



DecayFamily

Societal Consequences of Sexual Immorality
▪ 86 societies studied in 5,000 years of history
▪ 3 degrees of sexual prenuptial restraint
▪ 4 degrees of postnuptial restraint

Marriage

Complete 
sexual 

freedom

Occasional 
restraint

Strict 
chastity

Modified 
polygamy

Modified 
monogamy

Absolute 
polygamy

Absolute 
monogamy

▪ Increased sexual constraints (pre & post) always benefited society 
▪ Decreased constraints always detrimental within 3 generations
▪ Strict prenuptial chastity was the #1 influential factor
▪ Abandoning chastity always led to loss of monogamy, deism, and 

rational thinking within 3 generations





Additional Resources

Generational Genocide
God’s design for humanity’s future & how we reject it

Family articles on mPerspective.org

Life, Death, & the Gray
How the slaughtering of innocents condemns & destroys nations

The Climate of Science
Gaia worship always leads to mindsets and policies which hurt humanity

Family



GovernmentPunishment

Protection



Purpose
▪ Promote justice
▪ Create national peace & security
▪ Punish evil doers

DesignGovernment

Modus
▪ Law & Enforcement
▪ Police & Judicial system internally
▪ Army externally

Key Passages
▪ Isa 9:6-7
▪ Rom 13:1-7



“Do not pervert justice; do not show partiality to the 
poor or favoritism to the great, but judge your 
neighbor fairly.” 

Leviticus 19:15Government



Non-governmental Roles

▪ Caring for the poor (family/religion)
▪ Distributing wealth (economics)
▪ Healthcare (economics)
▪ Education (education)
▪ Raising children (family)
▪ Funding the arts & sciences (economics)
▪ Shaping media &  entertainment

DesignGovernment



Biblical U.S. Federal Spending (2017)

▪ Military (15%)
▪ Veterans (4%)
▪ Interest on Debt (7%)
▪ International Affairs (1%)
▪ Government (<1%)
▪ Total: ~28% or $1.17 trillion

DesignGovernment

Unbiblical U.S. Federal Spending

▪ Everything else
▪ ~72% or $3.03 trillion



Representative Democracy
▪ Israel in wandering
▪ God’s first government given

Biblical FormsGovernment

Monarchy
▪ Most common form in history
▪ Israel’s adopted government

Libertarianism
▪ Israel in wandering and under the Judges
▪ Limited government



Mob/Social Justice or Vengeance
▪ Justice must be lawful (Exo 2:11-15)
▪ Justice requires authority (Deu 19:15-17)

HindrancesGovernment

Bureaucracy
▪ Justice must be efficient (Ecc 5:8)
▪ Justice must be swift (Ecc 8:11)

Anarchy
▪ Justice must be defined
▪ Jdg 21:25
▪ Rom 7:7



Additional ResourcesGovernment

Biblical Borders
What we can learn from ancient Israel’s immigration policies

By the Sword
The moral use of deadly force

Government and Gaia
The religions for the non-religious

Government Articles on mPerspective.org



EconomicsInvest

Save



Purpose
▪ Release provision
▪ Model stewardship

DesignEconomics

Modus
▪ Science unlocks new products & services
▪ Business produces & sells these innovations
▪ Process creates and distributes wealth

Principles
▪ Private ownership, free market, work ethic, save



Principles:
▪ Do not steal (protection of private ownership)
▪ Must work to eat (2 Th 3:10 et al)
▪ Work to be a giver (Eph 4:28)
▪ Tithe (Mal 3:10-11)
▪ Be generous (Pro 11:24-25)
▪ Save (Pro 21:20, 30:24-25)
▪ No favoritism based on economic status (Jas 2:1-9)
▪ Wealth does not equal happiness (Ecc 5:10-15)
▪ Fair and ethical business practices (Amos 8:4-6)
▪ Economy is affected by sin (2 Ch 7:13-14)
▪ Build, plant, pray, be productive (Jer 29:4-7)

DesignEconomics



OutcomeEconomics

Socialism Capitalism

Accomplishments:
▪ Over 100 million dead
▪ Hundreds of millions impoverished
▪ Failed everywhere implemented

(Planned/Controlled Market) (Free Market)

Accomplishments:
▪ Cut global extreme poverty ($1/D) by 80%
▪ Reduced global poverty from 94% to 16%
▪ The world a 120x better than in 1800

Social Democratism
(Directed Market)



The False CompromiseEconomics

▪ Originally a political ideology designed to peacefully transition 
society from capitalism to socialism

▪ After WWII, became ‘welfare state within a capitalist economy’
▪ Shares common ideological roots with communism but eschews 

its militancy and totalitarianism
▪ Characterized by policies aimed at curbing inequality, oppression 

of underprivileged groups, and poverty
▪ Equal outcome (equity) rather than equal opportunity (equality) or 

rights, which is unbiblical and leads to totalitarianism
▪ Often creates narratives of oppression and pits groups against one 

another in order to sell their “solution” (divide and conquer)
▪ Uses state-sanctioned force rather than voluntary private charity to 

help the poor, with far less efficacy

Social Democratism



Socialist ArgumentsEconomics

Conflating Roles

▪ Sphere of family ≠ sphere of government
▪ Gleanings (Lev 19:9-10) = private charity
▪ Poor tithe (Deut 14:28-29) = private charity
▪ Parable of the laborers (Mat 20:1-16) = salvation
▪ Church in Acts (Acts 4:32-37) = private charity
▪ Sphere of religion ≠ sphere of government
▪ Sphere of economics ≠ sphere of government



Socialism in the BibleEconomics

One Biblical Case Study: Egypt in Famine

▪ Gen 41, 47:13-21
▪ 7 years of 20% of private crops stored up
▪ 7 years of those private crops sold back to the people
▪ All private money, livestock, land, & people became state owned
▪ Started with good intentions, ended in slavery
▪ God then sent Moses to deliver His people from the bondage of 

Egypt and establish a free nation
▪ Crisis is consistently the justification for the consolidation of power



SocialismEconomics

“Americans are so enamored 
of equality that they would 
rather be equal in slavery 
than unequal in freedom.”

- Alexis de Tocqueville



Lend Freely, Borrow Sparingly, Repay Diligently
▪ Matthew 5:42
▪ Romans 13:8
▪ Proverbs 22:26
▪ Psalms 37:21

DebtEconomics

Debt leads to Bondage
▪ Proverbs 22:7
▪ Deuteronomy 15:1-2 (Jubilee)

Lend to citizens at no Interest
▪ Exodus 22:25
▪ Deuteronomy 23:20



U.S. Federal Debt Numbers
▪ Federal debt: $31T / $92,000 per person ($243,000 per taxpayer)
▪ Federal unfunded liabilities: $170T / $510,000 per person ($1.35m per taxpayer)
▪ ~$40,000 of debt added every second, $2.4m per minute, $144m per hour, $3.5b per day
▪ US debt to GDP in 2000: 57%... in 2021: 130%
▪ Interest payments in FY 2021 was $562B—the entire Canadian federal budget in 2020 was $356B
▪ By 2023, the U.S. will spend more on debt interest than on national defense
▪ At current rate, interest payments will consume 100% of all federal tax revenue by 2050
▪ All gold ever mined—190,040 metric tons (1k kg)—would only cover debt from 2009-2016 (Obama)
▪ The debt from one Trump term ($4T) could pay for an inflation-adjusted WWII
▪ Elon Musk’s (world’s richest man) entire fortune would cover ~1 month of debt accumulation
▪ All 614 billionaires in the U.S. worth $4.2T could cover less than 4 years of debt accumulation OR
▪ … Run the entire current federal budget for less than a single year
▪ Market value of all global Fortune 500 companies combined is only $22.6 trillion… U.S. debt is ~$31T

DebtEconomics



Government Debt
▪ Far more detrimental than private debt
▪ Tempts leaders to adopt fiat currency
▪ Typically spirals, rarely repaid
▪ Historically causes inflation, then collapse

DebtEconomics



Additional ResourcesEconomics

Economic articles on mPerspective.org

Che vs. J: Socialism & Christianity
The Biblical, moral, logical, & historical argument

Critical Mass
The cultural shift toward Critical Theory & Neo Marxism

The Dangers of Debt
“Woe to those who make themselves rich with debt!”



Economics:
Science

Uplift

Inspire



DesignScience

Purpose
▪ To discover and understand the creator through His creation
▪ To unlock and release God-given ingenuity, creativity, 

design, and technology to benefit mankind

Modus
▪ Observation, measurement, and experimentation 

leading to the formulation, testing, and modification of 
a hypothesis

Principles
▪ One of three main categories of query (theology, philosophy, & science)
▪ Insufficient to define truth or reality alone



DesignScience

Theology

Philosophy Science

▪ Three Categories of Query
▪ No one category can provide all answers
▪ All categories are subject to bias/interpretation 
▪ Arrangement and overlap determine ideology

Christian

Agnostic

Buddhist

Atheist



DesignScience

“Science without religion is lame, 
religion without science is blind… 
God is a mystery. But a 
comprehensible mystery.”

-Albert Einstein



Scripture & ScienceScience

▪ The Judeo-Christian worldview produced modern science
▪ It is not science vs. scripture, it is naturalism vs. theism
▪ “Science is nothing but perception.” -Plato
▪ Our scientific perceptions, theories, and interpretations must align 

with and be subject to biblical truth otherwise we construct layers of 
hypotheses, posing as knowledge, built upon a false presupposition

▪ Much scientific empirical evidence supports the biblical account, 
very little supports a naturalistic explanation (theory vs. observation)

The False Dichotomy



For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all 
ungodliness and unrighteousness of men who suppress the 
truth in unrighteousness, because that which is known 
about God is evident within them; for God made it evident 
to them. For since the creation of the world His invisible 
attributes, His eternal power and divine nature, have been 
clearly seen, being understood through what has been made, 
so that they are without excuse…

Knowledge & WisdomScience



For even though they knew God, they did not honor Him 
as God or give thanks, but they became futile in their 
speculations, and their foolish heart was 
darkened. Professing to be wise, they became fools, and 
exchanged the glory of the incorruptible God for an image 
in the form of corruptible man and of birds and four-
footed animals and crawling creatures.

Rom 1:18-23

Knowledge & WisdomScience



…always learning and never able to come to the knowledge 
of the truth.

2 Ti 3:7

Knowledge & WisdomScience



…guard what has been entrusted to you, avoiding worldly 
and empty chatter and the opposing arguments of what is 
falsely called "knowledge"—which some have professed and 
thus gone astray from the faith.

1 Ti 6:20-21

Knowledge & WisdomScience



We destroy arguments and every lofty opinion raised 
against the knowledge of God, and take every thought 
captive to obey Christ…

2 Co 10:5

Knowledge & WisdomScience



The fear of the LORD is the beginning of wisdom, And the 
knowledge of the Holy One is understanding. 

Proverbs 9:10

Knowledge & WisdomScience





Reason & FaithScience

“…What they pass on as evolution in high 
schools is nothing but repetitious tripe that 
teachers don’t understand. I certainly don’t 
want any intrusion of religious ideas in the 
name of science — but I don’t want this bland 
soup that’s taught as evolution in the name of 
science, either. It’s not science — it’s catechism. 
…All that’s there is teaching the same old pap 
for 150 years, modified by neo-Darwinists but 
not in any useful way.”

– Carl Woese Ph.D. 
Famed (atheist) Microbiologist on Teaching Evolution: Don’t Start Until College, Wired Science, Feb 22nd 2008



Reason & FaithScience

“The evidence against Darwinism was a 
critical factor in my acceptance of 
creationism, which opened the door to my 
acceptance of Christianity, biblical 
reliability, and a young-earth creation 
worldview. Like many scientists who came 
before me, I discovered that the evidence 
supports the truth of the Bible.”

– Jerry Bergman 
Professor of biology, genetics, chemistry, biochemistry, anthropology, 

geology, & microbiology (9 degrees), Northwestern State University 
Creation Conversion: From Atheist to Creationist, 2015



Reason & FaithScience

“I now believe there is a God... I now think it 
[the evidence] does point to a creative 
intelligence almost entirely because of the 
DNA investigations… My discovery of the 
Divine has been a pilgrimage of reason and 
not faith.”

– Antony Flew
There is a God: How the World’s Most

Notorious Atheist Changed His Mind, 2008



Opposing WorldviewsScience

▪ Order & Complexity increases over time
▪ Death is normal, critical, & advantageous to life
▪ Death produced man
▪ Requires faith and assumptions 

Naturalism

▪ Order & Complexity decreases over time
▪ Death is a digressive & destructive curse upon life
▪ Man produced death
▪ Requires faith and assumptions

Theism



Reason & FaithScience

“From the time of the ancient Greeks, philosophers 
and scientists contemplating origins have 
recognized two alternatives: Either the various 
species were specially created in some way, or they 
evolved from pre-existing species. The former view 
tends to stress the importance of a divine creator, 
while the latter de-emphasizes or eliminates a 
creator. Both views have religious implications.”

– Edward J. Larson
Historian of science & law

The Courtship of Charles Darwin
Science & Spirit, 2005



Reason & FaithScience

“…Darwinism, in whatever form, is not in fact a 
scientific theory, but a pseudo-metaphysical 
hypothesis decked out in scientific garb. In reality 
the theory derives its support not from empirical 
data or logical deductions of a scientific kind but 
from the circumstance that it happens to be the 
only doctrine of biological origins that can be 
conceived with the constricted worldview to 
which a majority of scientists no doubt subscribe."

– Wolfgang Smith
Mathematician, Physicist, Philosopher of science

Cosmos, Bios, Theos, 1992 p. 113



Reason & FaithScience

“It is not that the methods and institutions of 
science somehow compel us to accept a material 
explanation of the phenomenal world, but, on the 
contrary, that we are forced by our a priori 
adherence to material causes to create an 
apparatus of investigation and a set of concepts 
that produce material explanations, no matter 
how counterintuitive, no matter how mystifying 
to the uninitiated. Moreover, that materialism is 
absolute, for we cannot allow a Divine Foot in 
the door.”

– Richard Lewontin
Leading evolutionary geneticist, Harvard University

Billions and Billions of Demons. The New York Review of Books, 1997



Reason & FaithScience

“In fact, evolution became in a sense a scientific 
religion; almost all scientists have accepted it, and 
many are prepared to ‘bend’ their observations to 
fit with it.”

– Henry Solomon Lipson
Physicist

A Physicist Looks at Evolution
Physics Bulletin, vol 31 p 138, 1980



Reason & FaithScience

“Evolution is promoted by its practitioners as more 
than mere science. Evolution is promulgated as an 
ideology, a secular religion—a full-fledged 
alternative to Christianity, with meaning and 
morality. I am an ardent evolutionist and an ex-
Christian, but I must admit that in this one 
complaint… The literalists are absolutely right. 
Evolution is a religion. This was true of evolution 
in the beginning, and it is true of evolution still 
today.”

– Michael Ruse
Philosopher of science, Florida State University

Saving Darwinism from Darwinians
National Post, May 13, 2000, B-3



Additional ResourcesScience

Ancient Cosmology
Forget what you think you know about the universe

New Science Rocks Evolutionary Foundation
New study of 100,000 different species finds genetic material all the same age… and not old

Rapid Geology
Theory claims billions of years, but observation shows rapid formation

Issues of Conscience
When Sin Seems Uncertain

New Discovery in Microbiology Makes Evolution Impossible
The science gets better, the theory gets worse

Shattering Science
We now know around 70% of scientific studies are false

Alien Theology
Are we alone in the universe? The truth is out there…

Psychological Warfare
How the Church Abdicated Spiritual Authority in an Age of Scientific Intellectualism

Science articles on mPerspective.org



ReligionSteward

Guide



DesignReligion

Purpose
▪ Preach the Gospel to all mankind (Mat 28:19)
▪ Teach the law of God to all spheres (Mat 28:20)

Principles
▪ All authority has been given to the church 

[ecclesia] (Mat 28:18, Mat 16:19)
▪ Love God: safeguard against idolatry
▪ Love others: safeguard against injustice (Mat 

22:37-40)



Comparative WorldviewReligion

▪ Began in 622 AD
▪ Muhammad was a pupil of Judaism and Christianity
▪ Believe Muhammad was “the last prophet”
▪ Muhammad claimed Gabriel gave him the words
▪ Qur’an points to scripture, but contradicts it
▪ Qur’an contradicts itself
▪ 99 names for God in Islam, love is not one of them
▪ Must earn your salvation
▪ Salvation is not guaranteed except through martyrdom
▪ Violence, cruelty and male chauvinism promoted
▪ World domination by any means necessary (Jihad)
▪ Jesus acknowledged as a prophet, not as God
▪ Jesus’ death on a cross believed as a lie
▪ Heaven is simply fleshly desires fulfilled
▪ Around 24% of people hold this worldview

Islam



Comparative WorldviewReligion

▪ Began between 4000-2500 BC
▪ Believe in the unity and deity of everything 
▪ The totality is called Brahman
▪ Ultimate deity is Atman
▪ Atman has over 330 million chosen avatars (other gods)
▪ Hindus may worship Atman or any avatar they choose
▪ Believe in karma
▪ Believe in reincarnation or “samsara”
▪ Strict caste system tied to samsara
▪ Elite are members of the brahmin caste
▪ Progress toward enlightenment dependent upon karma and 

appeasing the gods
▪ Around 15% of people hold this view

Hinduism



Comparative WorldviewReligion

▪ Began around 490-560 BC
▪ Developed from the teaching of Siddhartha Gautama
▪ After death, his teachings were recorded in the Tripitaka
▪ Believe in Karma and samsara (reincarnation)
▪ Believe there are no gods or eternal soul
▪ No forgiveness, no need for prayer, no afterlife
▪ Believe in 5-6 spiritual realms
▪ Ultimate enlightenment is Nirvana
▪ Believe suffering comes from desire
▪ To end life and suffering, must be empty of desire
▪ Unlike Hinduism, only sentient life is sacred
▪ Syncretism very common due to its philosophical nature
▪ The Dalai Lama a follower of Tantric Buddhism
▪ Demonic at its core / serene, tolerant façade
▪ Around 7% of people hold this worldview 

Buddhism



Comparative WorldviewReligion

▪ Two basic beliefs: Evolutionary godhood and global unity
▪ A collection of Eastern-influenced metaphysical thought 

systems
▪ “Salvation” = “Correct thinking” and “correct knowledge” 
▪ A theology of feel-goodism, universal tolerance and moral 

relativism
▪ Man is central, we are the divine hope for the universe
▪ The term refers to the “Aquarian Age” which according to New 

Age followers is dawning and will bring peace, unity and 
enlightenment (astrology)

▪ As each person is divine, they can create their own reality and 
truth

▪ “Spirit guides” are often used through meditation and trances
▪ Mysticism, magic and rituals may be used by practitioners 
▪ Mainly Western and White (85%), total numbers unknown

New Age Movement



Comparative WorldviewReligion

▪ Common belief system of tribal or indigenous people
▪ No belief in deities or gods, only spirits
▪ Nature is spiritual, sacred and balanced but not unified
▪ Humans are equal with the rest of nature
▪ Rituals are essential to win favor in order to survive
▪ Spirits are in everything and are often malignant
▪ After death, the spirit may travel to a “Garden of Eden”
▪ Or the spirit may remain as a ghost, often malignant
▪ Purpose of life is simply survival, no sense of morality
▪ Often incorporates Witch Doctors or Shamans
▪ Everything from sickness to weather is caused by spirits
▪ Shamans are intermediaries to the spirit world
▪ The position of shaman is held for life
▪ Highly superstitious, highly demonic
▪ Around 6% of people hold this worldview

Animism/Shamanism



Comparative WorldviewReligion

▪ These worldviews are as old as man
▪ Atheism is the belief that there is no god
▪ Agnosticism is the belief that the question is unanswerable
▪ Both believe the physical world is (possibly) all there is
▪ Both would be categorized as “nonreligious”
▪ “Nonreligious” people tend to have “religious” beliefs
▪ Atheists believe in “scientific enlightenment”
▪ Agnostics typically don’t have an agenda
▪ Both deny absolute truth, morality and good and evil
▪ Both are materialists
▪ Both views ultimately promote egocentrism
▪ Around 2% of people are “pure” atheists 
▪ Around 14% of people are agnostic or nonreligious

Atheism/Agnosticism



Comparative WorldviewReligion

▪ Began around 30 AD as a continuance of Judaism
▪ Only religion you cannot earn salvation- it is given
▪ Only religion that affirms Christ’s deity and sacrifice
▪ Only religion whose holy writings are both historically and 

prophetically accurate
▪ Only religion which affirmed, rather than contradicted, earlier 

revelations
▪ Believe man is redeemed only by grace
▪ Believe you only have one life to live- make it count
▪ Believe in moral absolutes and eternal judgment
▪ Believe truth is a person, not a concept
▪ Believe the physical realm is real but temporary
▪ Believe the purpose of man is the glory of God
▪ Around 31% of people hold this worldview

Christianity





Additional ResourcesReligion

Understanding the Underworld: Hell, Hades, Death & Sheol
Biblical concepts may seem very strange to modern Greek-thinking Christians

Sons of Earth & Sky
Why the Nephilim matter in the Old Testament and are relevant today

The Issue of Evil
Addressing the Questions of Sovereignty, Suffering, & Free Will

The Outpouring
An introduction to the third person of the Trinity

Radicle Faith
Seeds of faith begin small but must grow large to see mountains move

A Leap From Faith
Can Christians lose their salvation?

The Myth of the Jesus Myth
Destroying the argument that Jesus, Krishna, Buddha, Horus, Mithras, Attis, Osiris are the same story

The Inner Man
The Biblical concept of fasting and why (and how) you should do it

Religion articles on mPerspective.org



Practical EschatologyReligion

▪ The church exists for two reasons: To 
complete the Great Commission and to 
redeem and disciple all things under the 
Lordship of Christ (go + teach)

▪ Throughout scripture, end times teaching was 
a primary motivator for the church to stay on 
task, not to promote idle speculation

▪ We are not waiting for Christ’s return, He is 
waiting on our obedience (2Pe 3:3,4,9)

▪ When will the end come? Jesus’ clear 
response: Mat 24:14 & Mar 13:10



Practical EschatologyReligion

▪ The Woman in Labor
▪ John 16:19-21
▪ 1 Thessalonians 5:1-3
▪ Romans 8:19-23
▪ Mark 13:8
▪ Parallels between conception, gestation, contractions 

and birth

The Accelerating Timeline



Practical EschatologyReligion
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… He made from one man every nation of mankind to live 
on all the face of the earth, having determined their 
appointed times and the boundaries of their habitation, that 
they would seek God…

Acts 17:26-27

Practical EschatologyReligion



Practical EschatologyReligion

▪ Circa 2000 BC, era of Abraham: pop 27m
▪ Circa 0 AD, era of Christ: pop 190m
▪ Circa 1800 AD, era of modern missions: pop 1b
▪ Circa 2023 AD, era of modern church: pop 8b

Assuming a biblical timeline, of all the people who 
have ever existed, the vast, vast majority lived after 
Christ’s sacrifice for sin. Of those, the vast majority 
lived in an era where the Gospel was being actively 
proclaimed.

The Accelerating Timeline









The End

www.mPerspective.org
joshua.stateham@outlook.com
facebook.com/joshua.stateham
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